Press Release

NEXTCHAIN IS BORN, A NEW GENERATION OF DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
FOR THE MODERN SUPPLY CHAIN

NEW INNOVATIVE START-UP OF THE SEDAPTA GROUP
Mantua, April 2nd, 2021 - sedApta Group is pleased to announce the constitution of NextChain Srl.
The new company was established by MBO Partners s.r.l. (reference partners Giuseppe Bottini and
Franca Brescia) and Atomos Hyla SpA, a company of the sedApta Group specialized in the digitization
of processes in the Supply Chain area.
The new company counts on a team of more than thirty consultants who have been working
successfully for more than 20 years with a highly loyal direct customer base.
The innovative strength of NextChain arises, first of all, from an in-depth knowledge of Supply Chain
processes, especially on logistics and transport chain management processes. In addition to
accompanying its customers in the adoption of new technologies, the team, starting from 2014, has
developed in-depth knowledge in the SAP-EWM field to the point of becoming, in the last 5 years,
the protagonist of several EWM projects in important industrial realities, becoming the main SAP
reference of the solution.
“Our customers' supply chains are undergoing a profound transformation of processes”, says
Giuseppe Bottini, CEO of NextChain. "E-commerce, the complete traceability of the order fulfilment
phases, the changes in the management of end customer expectations, are among the main drivers
of this transformation which, on the other hand, requires a strong integration of logistics to support
production processes. With this in mind, the collaboration with Atomos Hyla and the sedApta Group
was born; the goal is to help our customers to provide continuity between planning and execution
processes".
“The whole Group is enthusiastic about this new initiative which fits perfectly with our vision of the
Supply Chain of the future”, comments Giorgio Cuttica, CEO of the sedApta Group and president of
the new company.
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"We are talking about increasingly integrated and extended Supply Chains, where a timely change
within the logistics chain must be analysed in real time and contextualized with other Big Data to
support increasingly complex decision-making processes. With this in mind, we are already working
on new AI / ML systems to automate entire process components, bringing the speed of execution
closer to the actual demands of a market that is increasingly in real time".

About sedApta Group:
sedApta is an international software provider based in Genoa, Italy. Through its subsidiaries and its
partner network, sedApta has quickly expanded to become a key player in the innovative global
market of Industry 4.0. Today sedApta serves more than 1.000 manufacturing companies in several
countries and counts on a specialized workforce for smart manufacturing solutions of more than 330
people.
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